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Analyse des transactions d’achat programmatiques

Résumé
La présente étude a été une initiative conjointe de l’Association of National Advertisers (ANA), de l’Association
canadienne des annonceurs (ACA) et des firmes Ebiquity et AD/FIN.
•

•

•
•

Le but des partenaires était de faire enquête sur les coûts et sur la structure économique de l’univers de la publicité
programmatique. Nous voulions en savoir plus sur les inquiétudes concernant la transparence des transactions média
programmatiques évoquées dans le rapport de l’étude de la firme de recherche K2 Intelligence pour l’ANA : « An
independant Study of Media Transparency in the U.S. Advertising Industry » et du document connexe produit par
l’ANA, Ebiquity et FirmDecisions : « Media Transparency: Prescriptions, Principles and Processes for Marketers ».
La principale source d’information de l’étude a été les données transactionnelles programmatiques – plus
particulièrement les registres des enchères gagnantes et les métadonnées connexes de chacune des plateformes du côté
achat (DSP) ayant acquis de l’espace média au nom des annonceurs participants. Les auteurs ont considéré que ces
données constituaient la meilleure source de renseignements disponible sur le coût réel et les autres frais de chaque
impression achetée.
Il était convenu qu’à moins d’avis contraire, les participants et leurs partenaires resteraient anonymes.
Le projet s’est échelonné sur 19 mois, soit de mai 2015 à décembre 2016.

Au cours de l’étude, on a analysé 16,4 milliards d’impressions média achetées au nom de sept grands annonceurs
auprès de cinq DSP programmatiques.
•
•
•
•
•

Les sept participants regroupent plus de 25 marques d’envergure mondiale dans les domaines de l’automobile, des
produits de beauté, des produits emballés populaires, de la mode et du voyage.
Les données analysées incluent les résultats d’enchères en temps réel publiques et de transactions en marchés privés.
Toutes les impressions faisaient partie d’achats programmatiques ouverts. Par définition, les données relatives aux
transactions fermées, c’est-à-dire régies par des clauses de non-divulgation, n’étaient pas disponibles et il était
impossible d’avoir accès aux détails de ces transactions. 1
L’immense majorité des données analysées (plus de 95 %) ne provenait pas de bureaux d’achat d’agence, mais plutôt de
l’agence média du client et/ou du service d’achat d’une DSP 2.
L’enquête n’a pas porté directement sur les coûts et honoraires du côté vente. À moins d’indication contraire, les chiffres
cités n’incluent donc pas les frais encourus par les éditeurs auprès de leurs partenaires commerciaux, comme les
plateformes du côté vente (SSP).

Selon l’étude ANA/Forrester The State of Programmatic Buying 2016 : « un modèle de transaction programmatique fermé fait habituellement référence à une entente en vertu de
laquelle l’agent et/ou l’intermédiaire effectuant l’achat média au nom de l’annonceur ne divulgue pas le coût d’achat réel/l’enchère gagnante de cette occasion média, mais fournit
plutôt un prix final incluant sa marge bénéficiaire ou ses honoraires. Ne pas divulguer le coût réel empêche le client de connaître la marge bénéficiaire imposée (et de reconnaître
un éventuel cas d’arbitrage). »
2
En règle Générale, une DSP offrant son propre service d’achat média, assumera la responsabilité et disposera de l’expertise nécessaire à l’exécution des campagnes en fonction
des besoins et objectifs de chaque client. Pour leur part, les DSP en libre-service laissent aux clients/utilisateurs toutes les décisions relatives aux enchères et aux transactions, leur
permettant ainsi de gérer leurs campagnes eux-mêmes.
1
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Des 16,4 milliards de transactions, un sous-ensemble de 6,6 milliards de transactions a été analysé de façon plus
précise, soit jusqu’au niveau campagne 3, afin de révéler la structure économique des transactions programmatiques
ouvertes.
•

•

Rapport sur la chaîne d’approvisionnement entière : Annonceur → Agence → Bureau d’achat →DSP →Échange
publicitaire →SSP →Paiement à l’éditeur.
o Pour la chaîne d’approvisionnement complète, le rapport entre coûts média nets et frais divers (working spend/nonworking spend) 4 était de 58/42 pour cent, lorsque l’on considérait les frais ajoutés et les services du côté achat et du
côté vente 5.
o Autrement dit, au bout du compte, 58 cents de chaque dollar investi a servi à l’achat d’espace publicitaire et de
publics auprès d’éditeurs et 42 cents, à l’achat de données et au paiement des frais de transaction.
o Ce calcul a permis d’établir une « prime programmatique » inférieure à celle évoquée dans l’analyse publiée en
octobre 2014 par la Fédération mondiale des annonceurs (WFA) 6, qui l’estimait à 60 % (au lieu de 42 %). La WFA
estimait en effet que 60 % de chaque dollar investi servait à payer les coûts de transaction et de données, ce qui ne
laissait que 40 % pour les éditeurs. Les auteurs croient que la différence entre les constatations de la WFA et celles
de la présente étude vient du fait que cette étude-ci ne considère que les achats programmatiques ouverts, et
qu’elle inclut très peu de frais venant de bureau d’achat d’agence (Moins de 5 % des données analysées concernaient
des transactions effectuées par des bureaux d’achat d’agence.)
Rapport sur la chaîne d’approvisionnement du côté achat : Annonceur → Agence → Bureau d’achat →DSP →Payé à
l’échange publicitaire
o Lorsque l’on a isolé les coûts du côté achat, en ne considérant pas les coûts du côté vente estimatifs pour mettre
l’accent sur des frais sur lesquels l’annonceur a plus de contrôle 7, le rapport coûts média nets 8/ frais divers devient
72 /28 pour cent.
o En d’autres termes, 72 cents de chaque dollar investi ont servi à l’achat de média auprès d’un échange
programmatique et le reste, 29 cents, a été consacré aux frais de données du côté achat et de transaction.
o De surcroît, pour les 445 campagnes complètes que nous avons analysées, on en a vu où ce rapport coût média
net/frais divers était aussi élevé que 85/15 pour cent ou aussi bas que 30/70 pour cent. Ceci souligne l’importance
d’analyser les coûts de transaction et les frais de gestion de la chaîne d’approvisionnement au niveau des
campagnes plutôt que sous forme compilée.
o Dans l’ensemble, lorsqu’on a calculé les CPM de chaque campagne, on a constaté que la « taxe à la technologie » du
côté achat augmentait de 45 % le coût des insertions de bandeaux et de 35 %, celui des vidéos 9, frais du côté vente
exclus.

Compte tenu du fait que la définition de « campagne » peut varier d’un membre de l’écosystème à l’autre, pour les besoins de l’enquête, les campagnes considérées
comportaient un budget précis, une date de début, une date de fin, et entraînaient l’émission d’un ou de plusieurs numéros de bons d’insertion. Lorsque cela était possible, nous
en avons aussi indiqué les objectifs principaux et les critères de performance.
4 Historiquement, les spécialistes des médias anglophones qualifient de « Non-Working Spend » les frais et coûts ne servant pas directement à l’achat média ou n’ayant pas
d’impact direct sur le client. Dans l’univers programmatique, cette expression s’applique difficilement, vu le rôle à valeur ajoutée joué dans le processus par les divers fournisseurs
de services, de technologie et de données. On l’utilise donc pour faire référence aux frais d’exécution (qui peuvent comprendre les honoraires d’agence et les frais du bureau
d’achat, de DSP, des fournisseurs de services d’audit, de serveur et d’autres technologies publicitaires), ainsi qu’aux frais d’achat des données de ciblage (provenant de tiers et
utilisées dans l’achat de chaque impression). Tous ces frais de service et honoraires ne s’appliquent pas nécessairement à chaque impression achetée.
5 Pour les calculs portant sur la chaîne d’approvisionnement complète, les frais du côté achat ont été extraits des relevés et des métadonnées des impressions. Quant aux frais du
côté vente, on les a estimés à partir des moyennes de l’industrie et des chiffres rapportés.
6 Le 2014 Programmatic Report de la WFA, affirme : « une fois que tous les acteurs de l’écosystème programmatique ont prélevé leur part du budget de l’annonceur, il n’en reste
que 40 % pour l’éditeur », ce qui établit donc la « taxe technologique » à 60 %.
7 Les frais côté demande comprennent les coûts des services, de technologie et de données et incluent notamment les frais d’agence, de bureau d’achat, de plateformes du côté
demande, de fournisseurs de données, de fournisseurs de services de vérification, les serveurs publicitaires et toutes autres technologies publicitaires du côté achat. Ils ne
comprennent pas les frais et services du côté vente (échanges publicitaires, SSP, autres technologies publicitaires du côté vente).
8 Le coût média net est défini comme l’enchère finale/gagnante d’une impression média achetée au nom de l’annonceur par une DSP sur un échange publicitaire.
9 Le calcul de cette prime ne tient compte que des frais du côté achat que doivent payer les annonceurs, et non les frais du côté vente que paient les éditeurs. Si on en avait tenu
compte la prime en question aurait été plus élevée. De surcroît, le calcul exclut les coûts des impressions frauduleuses ou non-visibles.
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L’étude n’a pas fait enquête sur la fraude, la visibilité, la sécurité des marques, ou l’arbitrage.
•

•

Les statistiques citées dans la présente ne couvrent pas les effets potentiels de la fraude, de l’achalandage non humain,
de la visibilité ou de la sécurité des marques, qui peuvent tous avoir un impact considérable sur les coûts totaux et la
performance des campagnes.
De plus, l’étude n’a pas tenté de mettre au jour toute pratique « d’arbitrage » (achat et revente immédiate à un prix
majoré d’une occasion publicitaire) de la part des acteurs du milieu. Elle n’a pas non plus tenté d’analyser les transactions
programmatiques fermées.

Selon notre expérience, les sept annonceurs participants représentent l’exception plutôt que la règle en ce qui a trait à
la capacité d’un annonceur à avoir accès, à analyser et à tirer des leçons des données transactionnelles
programmatiques.
•

•

•

Le nombre des annonceurs participants a été réduit par une série de problèmes juridiques, techniques et
bureaucratiques. À l’origine, 58 annonceurs se sont montrés intéressés par l’expérience, dont 28 ont signé l’entente de
participation. Ultimement, seulement sept d’entre eux ont pu participer pleinement à l’enquête.
Dans plusieurs cas, les annonceurs recrutés n’ont pas été en mesure de prendre part à l’enquête parce qu’ils se sont
rendu compte qu’ils ne détenaient pas les droits d’accès aux données qui leur auraient permis d’effectuer une analyse
financière de leurs achats programmatiques. Une constatation essentielle à propos des pratiques contractuelles dans les
médias numériques.
Si le nombre d’annonceurs participants a été moindre que souhaité, le nombre des transactions (16,4 milliards) et des
campagnes (445) analysées permet de peindre un portrait réaliste du marché programmatique dans un environnement
« ouvert » 10. (Où l’accès aux données transactionnelles n’est pas limité)

Au-delà de l’analyse des données transactionnelles, cette étude avait pour but de proposer des solutions pratiques
pour aider les annonceurs à mieux contrôler leurs investissements programmatiques.
•

•

Constatations :
o Compte tenu de la variété des obstacles à la transparence que nous avons rencontrés, les annonceurs risquent
d’avoir de la difficulté à gérer, mesurer et auditer leurs achats programmatiques avec autant de rigueur que leurs
budgets média conventionnels.
o Si rien n’est fait, cette situation pourrait avoir des conséquences économiques importantes pour les annonceurs,
compte tenu de la croissance continue des achats programmatiques.
o Au cœur du problème, on trouve une grande prévalence de contrats d’achats programmatiques fermés (et même
parfois une méconnaissance de la nature de l’entente 11) combinée à un manque de connaissance à propos du
fonctionnement de l’écosystème programmatique.
o Cette situation est aggravée par le manque de normes et de contrôles dans l’industrie pouvant assurer que les
annonceurs disposent de l’information nécessaire provenant de sources indépendantes pour leur permettre
d’analyser les coûts et l’efficacité de leurs investissements programmatiques en fonction de critères et de
comparables.
Recommandations générales :
o Les achats programmatiques devraient offrir des méthodes rigoureuses pour la création de rapports financiers, ainsi
que des protocoles d’audit et d’analyse clairs, comme tout autre média.
o Les annonceurs devraient mettre au point et rendre obligatoire une entente d’achat média type répondant à leurs
besoins et à leurs attentes en matière de transparence, d’imputabilité et de résultats.
 Pour plusieurs, il s’agira d’une entente d’achat média entièrement ouverte où les coûts et la performance sont
transparents, et qui reprendra les éléments clés de la ANA Master Media Planning and Buying Services
Template, en incorporant certaines de nos suggestions.

10
Dans les achats ouverts, l’agent ou l’intermédiaire effectuant un achat média au nom de l’annonceur a l’obligation de divulguer le montant du coût média net/de l’enchère
gagnante pour cet achat.
11
Notre expérience confirme les constats de l’étude ANA/Forrester, qui montre que 34 % des annonceurs avaient accepté une entente fermée, et que 40 % de plus ignoraient si
c’était le cas. (ANA/Forrester 2016 Programmatic Media Buying Survey).
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o

 Pour certains autres, il pourrait s’agir d’une entente fermée garantissant l’atteinte de certains paliers de
performance même si cela peut en limiter la transparence. Quoi qu’il en soit, il est important que l’annonceur
sache que réclamer plus de transparence n’a rien à voir avec le fait que l’agence soit un « agent » ou une « partie
principale » aux fins des transactions. L’annonceur peut exiger un maximum de transparence, même si l’agence
constitue une partie principale.
Comme dans toute entente, l’annonceur doit disposer d’un moyen pratique et adaptable de vérifier les parutions,
d’analyser les coûts et frais de la chaîne d’approvisionnement, de s’assurer du respect du contrat et d’évaluer les
achats média programmatiques. Sans quoi, il est impossible de faire respecter ses ententes. Ce droit doit s’appliquer
à l’ensemble de la chaîne d’approvisionnement, y compris toute entreprise subsidiaire, toute division et tout affilié
de l’agence ainsi que tous les fournisseurs impliqués dans les transactions.
Nous recommandons donc que les annonceurs exigent et s’assurent d’obtenir une source d’informations
transactionnelles indépendante pour leurs achats média. Une approche recommandée est d’avoir accès et de
contrôler les données relatives à chaque transaction – liste des enchères gagnantes et métadonnées – et de les
utiliser comme registre des transactions (factures des médias programmatiques, par exemple)

En fin de compte, la présente étude a constitué un important premier pas sur le chemin menant à une plus grande
imputabilité et une plus grande transparence en médias programmatiques. Si nous n’avons appris qu’une seule chose,
c’est que tout annonceur qui l’exige et qui prend le contrôle de ses données transactionnelles peut y voir beaucoup plus clair
dans les médias programmatiques. Tous les annonceurs ayant participé à l’étude – ou ayant eu l’intention d’y participer –
sont mieux placés pour améliorer la gouvernance de leurs médias programmatiques et la gestion de la chaîne
d’approvisionnement des médias numériques.
L’ACA, l’ACA, AD/FIN et Ebiquity se sont engagés à rendre la chaîne d’approvisionnement des médias numériques plus
transparente. Nous invitons les autres acteurs du milieu à se joindre à nous, à contribuer à la discussion, et à faire l’effort
nécessaire à la création d’un marché des médias numériques plus mesurable, plus imputable et plus transparent.
L’étude qui suit en version originale anglaise présente de façon détaillées les défis à relever et les étapes à suivre pour
acquérir un meilleur contrôle de vos investissements en média numériques.
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I. Background
Programmatic Media Is Our New Reality
Programmatic media is the automation of media buying and selling processes and decisions, enhanced through
data13. It is fast becoming the dominant approach to buying digital media, projected to “reach nearly $33 billion
in 2017, according to eMarketer’s latest forecast, which estimates that nearly four of every five U.S. display ad
dollars will transact through programmatic pipes this year…expected to increase to 84 percent by 2019.”14
Why is programmatic media buying growing so quickly? Largely because programmatically transacted media
offers many alluring benefits to advertisers: targeting precision, scalability, cost efficiency, real-time optimization,
and unprecedented leverage of big data. And as programmatic buying becomes more mainstream, higher-quality
inventory is becoming more available. Programmatic buying is our new reality.
Why the Study?
Ever since reports from the World Federation of Advertisers (WFA) and others estimated that the programmatic
“technology tax” could exceed 60 percent of an advertiser’s media budget15, questions have been growing
around the “hidden costs” of the programmatic ecosystem and the inherent lack of transactional transparency.
These concerns have been exacerbated by non-disclosed buying agreements for programmatic media, which
do not allow for the close inspection, analysis, and auditing of a buy’s transactional details, costs, and fees.
Many advertisers find themselves in the dark around the economics of programmatic buying, an issue highlighted
in the ANA and Ebiquity/FirmDecisions report, “Media Transparency: Prescriptions, Principles, and Processes
for Marketers,” which noted: “The programmatic media market is one where non-transparent business practices
make it hard for advertisers to see where their investments are going…the flow of data within programmatic
buying is also complex, and advertisers should take the appropriate actions to understand the role and use of
data throughout the programmatic trading chain, especially as programmatic buying becomes an established
targeting and trading mechanism across the media landscape.”
Both reports added weight to fundamental questions facing advertisers:
• Do advertisers have adequate transparency around their programmatic media investments to make the
most informed business decisions?
• Do advertisers properly understand the economics of programmatic media to manage (and minimize)
the complex supply chain that underlies each transaction?
• Do advertisers have the necessary knowledge of programmatic media costs, fees (agency, trading desk,
etc.), and performance details to meet the standards of a financial audit or scrutiny of shareholders?
• Do advertisers have the necessary tools and guidance to manage and optimize their programmatic
supply chain?
• Do advertisers have contracts that provide adequate accountability and audit rights?

13

As defined in the ANA/Forrester 2016 Programmatic Media Buying Survey

14

eMarketer April 2017; Mediapost 4/18/17

According to the WFA’s 2014 Guide to Programmatic Media, “after all the stakeholders in the programmatic ecosystem have taken their share of advertisers’
budgets, there remains just 40 percent received by the publisher…” putting the “tech tax” at 60 percent.

15
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Objectives of the Study
This study — a joint effort between the Association of National Advertisers (ANA), the Association of Canadian
Advertisers (ACA), Ebiquity, and AD/FIN — set out to dissect this growing speculation. Our objective was simple,
yet ambitious — to create a data-driven fact base around the economics of programmatic media trading to
understand:
• Flow of spend from Advertiser g Agency g Trading Desk g DSP g paid to Exchange
• Actual costs of media inventory (“demand-side working media”)
• Actual costs/fees of data and execution (“demand-side non-working media”)
• Actual baseline ratios, ranges, and norms based on this data
• Assess spend activity across an anonymized, aggregated participant pool
The foundation for the study’s analysis was winning bid transaction logs generated by each DSP for every
impression purchased on an advertiser’s behalf. This data was seen by the team as the best available source
of the true “demand-side” cost for each media impression. Log data, together with its associated metadata,
records not only the transactional cost details (CPM) and characteristics for each impression (ad size, channel,
geolocation, domain, etc.), but also many of the ad-tech services deployed programmatically (targeting data,
ad serving, fraud, viewability, etc.).
Focus and Requirements of the Study
Starting in May 2015, the team initiated recruitment of advertisers in the U.S. and Canada to participate,
with the following qualifying characteristics:
• Advertisers which wanted an independent view of programmatic media costs and fees
• Advertisers with plans to run programmatic campaigns of at least $1 million in Q1–Q3 2016
• Advertisers which had not opted in to an non-disclosed programmatic model
• Advertisers which did not rely exclusively on an “in house” trading desk
Additional important scope requirements and caveats:
• The study analyzed disclosed programmatic media buys only, which may not be representative
of non-disclosed transactions where fewer controls exist to manage the supply chain.
• The study analyzed costs and associated fees for the demand side of each impression buy, specifically
from Advertiser g Agency g Trading Desk g DSP g paid to Exchange, inclusive of the service, data, and
ad-tech fees incurred.
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• The study did not directly investigate the costs and associated fees for the supply side of each impression
buy. Therefore, unless noted, figures quoted for “working media/inventory” are for the demand side and
do not include costs incurred between the publisher and trading partners, such as supply-side platforms
(SSPs) or sell-side fees from the ad exchange. Where it is noted, estimates for the supply side were used
to provide estimated calculations for the full supply chain, from Advertiser g Agency g Trading Desk g
DSP g Exchange g SSP g paid to Publisher.
• It is important to note that more than 95 percent of analyzed impressions did not utilize an agency trading
desk, potentially reducing the demand-side execution costs associated with programmatic buys in our
data set.
• For campaign-level analysis, only completed campaigns were analyzed, with partial or in-progress campaigns
used only for select analyses.
• Where participants withheld proprietary fee data, market averages were used.
• The study did not attempt to evaluate the effect of invalid traffic and campaign exposure. Hence ad fraud,
non-human traffic, viewability, and brand safety were not factored in to the calculations.
• The study did not attempt to uncover arbitrage by any participants.
Study Interest vs. Participation
After announcing the study in May 2015, the team approached over 100 major U.S. and Canadian advertisers
to gauge interest in participating. Of this group, 58 advertisers expressed sincere interest. After vetting (for
non-disclosed agreements) and further discussions, the team signed 28 major advertisers to the study, with
a combined annual media spending of over $16 billion in the U.S.16 However, participation was not guaranteed.
In fact, only seven advertisers (12 percent of the 58 advertisers who expressed interest) were ultimately able
to overcome the obstacles to access their transaction data and participate fully. The remaining 88 percent could
not (or chose not to) move ahead, and in many cases, did not have the data ownership rights to conduct a financial
analysis of their programmatic investments. For some which dropped out, this is suggestive of an accountability
gap in the contracts and processes between the advertiser and their respective media buying partners.
Importance of Industry Protocols
As our experience confirmed, accessing advertisers’ transaction data was a persistent challenge, even for advertisers that had agency contracts that were broad enough to have granted rights to the data with full disclosure.
While our experience may not translate to all advertisers, we believe many are less than fully prepared to manage
their programmatic investments with the same rigor that they manage investments in other channels.
For decades, advertisers have had access to transactional details in TV, radio, print, and OOH, with clear
protocols around proof of delivery via affidavits and dual invoicing from vendors. However, in programmatic
media, equivalent protocols do not (yet) exist. Without clear protocols, the inability to audit and manage
programmatic buys could prevent advertisers from fully understanding the true effectiveness of this channel.
With the growth of digital, and more specifically programmatic media buying, this leaves advertisers with
the potential for economic risk.

16

Top 200 US Spenders of 2015, Ad Age, June 2016
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II. What We Learned — From the Data
The study data set is comprised of programmatic display and video impressions purchased between 7/15/15
and 12/31/16 across seven major advertisers representing 30 brands in automotive, beauty, CPG, fashion,
finance, and travel. It includes both real-time bidding (RTB) and private marketplace (PMP) transactions.
The overall data set was comprised of:
• 16.4 billion media impressions purchased across six agencies, one trading desk, and five DSPs
• $67.6 million in working media/inventory spend17

A subset of the 16.4 billion impressions — 6.6 billion — was analyzed more closely at the campaign level
(where transaction and data fees were also examined), comprising:
• 445 completed campaigns, with a variety of KPIs, including CPM, CPC, CPA, and awareness-driving goals
• $36.4 million in “all-in” spend (inclusive of inventory, execution, and data fees) 18, 19


$26.0 million in working media/inventory spend



$10.4 million in execution and data fees

While the number of advertisers and the breadth of campaigns analyzed was fewer than originally envisioned,
the number of impressions (16.4 billion) and campaigns (445) is nonetheless able to paint a realistic picture of
the programmatic market in a disclosed environment. We understand that many will want to assess the data and
charts below by KPI, by audience, by time of day, and other variables, all of which is feasible, and all of which is
envisioned as we continue the journey of anonymized aggregation of cost and fee data to fuel industry
intelligence.
Working media/inventory spend, also referred to as demand-side working media, is the aggregation of all winning bid clearing prices paid by all utilized DSPs
to corresponding programmatic exchanges, representing the underlying cost of media inventory purchased.
17

“All-in” spend is representative of the cost an advertiser would incur on an invoice, combining all costs and fees aggregated across the supply chain inclusive
of the cost of media inventory, targeting data, and demand-side transaction costs. Sell-side transaction costs are also included, as they are inherently part of
the inventory cost when purchased at the exchange.
18

Calculations are based on measured spend, which excludes any fees that were unknown at the time of analysis. Unknown may be due to missing (log) data,
incorrect campaign setup/inputs, incorrect invoicing, changes in spend/budget during campaign, incorrect or missing third-party fees, or potential markups.
Across the campaign-level data set, there was a total of $1.46 million in unknown/unclassified spend and $401,000 in overspend (spend that exceeded media
plan or invoices).
19
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1. Programmatic “Tech Tax” and Waterfall — Demand-Side
How did each programmatic dollar ($) move through the demand-side of the supply chain?

Findings: 72 cents of each dollar purchased media inventory from a programmatic exchange, with 28 cents of
programmatic investment consumed by demand-side data and transactional fees, putting the ratio on average at
72/28. Across the 445 campaigns analyzed, we identified select campaigns with ratios as high as 85/15 percent
and as low as 30/70 percent, some with significant unknown spend that would need additional evaluation to be
identified and properly classified.
Explanation: At the aggregate level, 72 percent of campaign spend for disclosed campaigns purchased media
impressions at an exchange, 6 percent went to agency fees, 12 percent went to execution costs (including DSP,
verification, and ad-serving fees), 9 percent was allocated to third-party targeting data, and 1 percent was for
other fees.
Note, this does not mean that 72 percent of spend was received by publishers, as sell-side fees must be added
to estimate that figure. It’s also important to highlight that these figures are calculated before critical adjustments for
fraudulent and non-viewable impressions, which will reduce the percentage of media that is ultimately viewable to
a human customer or prospect.
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2. Programmatic “Tech Tax” and Waterfall — Full Supply Chain
How did each programmatic dollar ($) move through the full supply chain?
Findings: When fees for supply-side technology and services are also included — estimated at 15 to 25 percent
of demand-side working media20 — a typical $1 of advertiser spend yielded $0.58 to publishers for our sample of
disclosed programmatic transactions, with a range of 54–61 percent.

21

Explanation: While others such as the WFA estimated that only $0.40 of each $1 investment22 was received by a
publisher, our estimate indicates a figure between 54–61 percent. It’s expected that our figure would yield a higher
percentage of working media and lower transaction costs, given our data set:
• Includes disclosed transactions only. Non-disclosed transactions may incur additional costs.
• Excludes trading desk fees for 95 percent of impressions in the study.


As a reminder, the WFA estimated agency trading desks at 15 percent of spend in its analysis. If this fee
were included, the resulting calculation would be between 39 and 46 percent, in line with their estimate.

Supply-side fee estimates include costs for SSP, exchange, and sell-side ad-tech. Available industry figures for supply side fees vary widely, from 5% to
50%+. For purposes of analysis, we used a range of 15–25 percent. Sources include Labmatik and Study team analysis.
20

Percentages at the top of the supply chain chart represent the amount each component represents of an original $1 investment. Specifically, the sell-side
percentages are based on an estimated range of 15 to 25 percent of demand side working media, which equates to $.11-$.18 of the $.72 that remains of the
original $1 after demand side fees are accounted for. The final calculation of $.54 to $.61 is the amount of each $1 investment remaining after both demand
and supply side fees are accounted for (with the midpoint being $.575, which rounds to $.58).
21

Guide to Programmatic Media, World Federation of Advertisers, 2014. The WFA estimated, “in an Agency Trading Desk model, typically more than half
of the advertiser spend goes to middleman fees…after all the stakeholders present in the programmatic ecosystem have taken their share of advertisers’
budgets, there remains just 40 percent received by the publisher.”
22
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3. Cost and Breakdown of Programmatic Media — Display
What was the cost of display media purchased by participating advertisers?
Findings: The average cost of programmatic display ads in the study was $4.80 CPM, across all campaign KPIs
and audience targets in the study data.

Explanation: Of the 3.9 billion display ads purchased, the volume-weighted average cost of programmatic display
was $3.30 CPM (working/inventory cost). When demand-side fees are included ($1.49 CPM), the resulting all-in
CPM is $4.80. In effect, demand-side fees added 45 percent to the advertiser’s average cost of display inventory.23
While the cost of programmatically purchased media, as with all media, varies due to numerous variables —
purchase method (open market, direct deal, private exchange), campaign objective(s), KPI(s), day/time, audience
target, geo-target, etc. — these figures (and the expected range of costs discussed below) can provide an initial
means to assess and calibrate campaign costs. More in-depth calculations can be done at the KPI and audience
levels in future iterations of this analysis.

This calculation only includes demand-side fees which an advertiser directly incurs, and not sell-side fees which are a cost to the publisher passed along to
the advertiser when they purchase media inventory.
23
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4. Cost and Breakdown of Programmatic Media — Video
What was the cost of video media purchased by participating advertisers?
Findings: The average cost of programmatic video ads in the study was $12.64 CPM, across all campaign KPIs
and audience targets in the study data.

Explanation: Of the 859 million video impressions analyzed, the volume-weighted average cost of video was
$9.34 CPM (working/inventory cost). When demand-side fees are added for these impressions ($3.30 CPM),
the resulting all-in cost is $12.64 CPM. In effect, the demand-side fees added 35 percent to the advertiser’s
cost of video inventory.24
While the cost of programmatically purchased media, as with all media, varies due to numerous variables —
purchase method (open market, direct deal, private exchange), campaign objective(s), KPI(s), day/time, audience
target, geo-target, etc. — these figures (and the expected range of costs discussed below) can provide an initial
means to assess and calibrate campaign costs. More in-depth calculations can be done at the KPI and audience
levels in future iterations of this analysis.

This calculation only includes demand-side fees which an advertiser directly incurs, and not sell-side fees which are a cost to the publisher passed along to
the advertiser when they purchase media inventory.
24
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5. Working/Inventory Costs — By Channel
What was the range of working media/inventory costs for display and video media purchased?
Findings: Given the variety of campaign objectives, timing, and audiences targeted, there was a skewed distribution around the median, as shown below:

25

Campaign Percentiles

Working/Inventory CPM ($)

z

Display

Video

5

th

$1.83

$6.23

25

th

$2.77

$7.48

50 th (Median)

$3.50

$8.41

75th

$5.86

$12.66

95th

$25.00

$18.13

Average

$3.30

$9.34

Explanation: The table represents the percent of campaigns that paid the value shown or less. For example,
5 percent of the 445 study campaigns had a working media/inventory cost of $1.83 CPM or less for display
inventory and $6.23 CPM or less for video inventory.
In general, the costs between the 25th and 75th percentiles provide a reasonable range for a campaign’s
working/inventory CPM. More specifically, display has a tight range ($2.77 to $5.86) and video a bit wider
range ($7.48 to $12.66). The 50th percentile (median) represents the mid-point of all campaigns analyzed.
Looking at the 5th and 95th percentiles, we can see that the display campaigns studied saw greater variability
in prices than did the video campaigns.
The average CPMs are also provided as a reference point and connection to the analyses discussed above in
#3 and #4.

In a box and whisker plot: the ends of the box are the upper and lower quartiles, so the box spans the interquartile range. The median is marked by
a vertical line inside the box. The whiskers are the two lines outside the box that extend to the 95th and 5th percentiles.
25
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6. Demand-Side Transaction Costs — By Channel
How much did demand-side fees add to the CPM of display and video media?
Findings: On average, demand-side fees to purchase inventory programmatically added 45 percent to the
cost of display inventory and 35 percent to video inventory. The overall variability in the amount added was higher
for display than for video, as shown below.

Campaign Percentiles

Transaction Fees (%)

z

Display

Video

5

th

16%

22%

25

th

28%

26%

50 th (Median)

37%

33%

75th

59%

40%

95th

86%

47%

Average

45%

35%

Explanation: The table represents the percent of analyzed campaigns that incurred a demand-side fee premium
of the value shown or less. For example, 25 percent of the study campaigns incurred demand side fees that
added 28 percent (or less) to the “all-in’ cost of display media and 26 percent (or less) to the “all-in” costs of
video media over the the working media/inventory CPM paid at the exchange.The 25th and 75th percentiles
provide a reasonable range of expectations for the demand-side fee percent. For display, this range is wide:
28 percent to 59 percent. For video, the interquartile range was tighter: 26 percent to 40 percent. The 50th
percentile (median) represents the mid-point of all campaigns analyzed. Looking at the 5th and 95th percentiles,
display campaigns saw much greater variability in fees — with non-outlier campaigns going all the way to
86 percent — than the video campaigns did.
The average demand-side fee premium is also provided as a reference point and connection to the analyses
discussed above in #3 and #4.
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7. Additional Data-Driven Insights
7 to 26 Percent of Analyzed Inventory was Identified as Blind or Malformed
All but one participant had a significant percentage of their inventory labeled as ‘Blind’ or ‘Malformed’ in their
transaction logs, ranging from 7 to 26 percent of total impressions purchased.
• Blind inventory may be due to the publisher or SSP purposefully hiding domain details for competitive reasons.
• Malformed inventory may be due to log files that have not followed industry domain specifications, preventing
advertisers from knowing price, geolocation, time of day, size, and position.
• However, having Malformed and/or Blinded inventory may prevent the advertiser from knowing exactly where
the media ran, hindering audits of compliance to the advertiser’s inclusion or exclusion list and potential
optimizations, and potentially creating brand safety issues.
• It is important to monitor and work with agency and trading desk partners to minimize the percentage
of Blind or Malformed inventory.
84 Percent of Analyzed Campaigns Used Third-Party Targeting Data 26
Eighty-four percent of campaigns leveraged third-party targeting data to increase audience reach and
performance.
• There was a very wide range in the percentage of each campaign’s budget allocated to third-party
targeting data:


16 percent of campaigns used no targeting data (0 percent)



29 percent of campaigns spent 1–5 percent



31 percent of campaigns spent 5–15 percent



23 percent of campaigns spent 20–35 percent

• Additionally, after a 5 percent investment level there was a clear point of diminishing returns on a normalized
KPI.27 This may not be representative of each advertiser’s experience, but it does signal that an optimal level
can be identified based on specific campaign KPIs.
• For many campaigns, the above percentages represent sizable investments that should be monitored
for performance and impact, identifying the optimal mix for each advertiser.

26

Data segments purchased or licensed from third-party data providers to enhance/improve targeting of media purchased programmatically.

Given the range of KPIs in play across 445 analyzed campaigns, for purposes of comparison and normalization, CTR (Click-Through Rate) was used
as a proxy KPI, as it was captured and available for all campaigns. Going forward, specific campaign KPIs should be used to gauge optimal investment
levels for any advertiser(s).
27
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III. What We Learned — From the Process
There were important learnings which can guide each advertiser’s “programmatic governance” going forward:
• Programmatic media may be complicated, but it can be demystified. Transactional transparency can be
a reality when advertisers take active control of the raw transactional data at the heart of every programmatic
purchase (winning bid log data and metadata). If you choose a disclosed approach, insist on access to, portability of, and control over your transaction data as one feasible method to verify compliance and accountability.
• Disclosure and transparency should be approached from a legal, process, and technical perspective.
The challenge of programmatic transparency is not just technical — thousands of sites, millions of impressions,
24/7 buying — but also a legal and procedural challenge, where clarity in roles and responsibilities of all
parties at the outset is vital.
• Ensure incentives and objectives are aligned. The growth of programmatic media has paralleled the growth
of the agency trading desk (ATD) and independent trading desk (ITD). Like all parts of the digital supply chain,
ATDs and ITDs can play a valuable role, but it’s important that advertisers clearly understand the relationship
between the agency of record and its affiliates and partners/vendors to determine whether there might be
a conflict of interest, and ensure all incentives and objectives are aligned across all players.
• Use of an agency trading desk almost always led to non-participation and disclosure challenges. There
was a high correlation between advertisers which used an agency trading desk and those which could not
participate in the study due to non-cooperation or non-access to transaction level data. If you choose to utilize
a trading desk, be sure you understand what impact this may or may not have on your ability to assess, audit,
and analyze your transaction data as a means of financial verification and control.
• Fee models varied far and wide and were not always understood. Across study participants (and early
exploration of partial participants), it’s clear there is no “one-size-fits-all” model for programmatic media and
the fees associated with its execution. We saw numerous models in practice deploying all combinations and
permutations of agency, trading desk, DSPs, managed service, self-service, and various ad tech. Variation
extended to payment models, where a range of formulas were deployed. The important point is that you
should explore all options when developing your programmatic approach, craft the model that is best for you,
and ensure there is a verification and audit method in place from the start.
• Advertisers with clear programmatic KPIs are in better control of their programmatic investments. Given
the inherent complexities and costs of the programmatic supply chain, the precise role and KPIs to be achieved
need to be clear to all involved. In a variety of instances, KPIs were hard to identify or prioritize, making proper
assessment difficult. KPIs will always differ based on campaign objective and location in the marketing funnel,
so alignment on this point is crucial. Those advertisers that set and then monitor against appropriately-set KPIs
are in far better position to take advantage of the benefits of programmatic media and to ensure campaigns
leveraging it are appropriate for this form of media buying.
• Disclosure and transparency will put you in greater control, but performance still drives the bottom line.
While proper disclosure puts the advertiser in a superior position with respect to governance and supply chain
management, it does not guarantee that your media partners will deliver adequate results, or better results
than in a non-disclosed arrangement. Therefore, having in place a clear methodology for financial transparency
tied to KPI performance is recommended.
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IV. Obstacles to Transparency
As discussed, the majority of those interested in the study were unable (or unwilling) to move forward to participate.
Here are some of the issues and roadblocks encountered:
• “Disclosed” vs. “non-disclosed” media buying. This was the fundamental issue that drove (or hindered)
much of the study process. Advertisers which did not explicitly plan for and address programmatic disclosure
issues were much more likely to find themselves faced with a myriad of challenges to transparency. In a few
instances, advertisers participated as an opportunity to re-address this issue.
• Discouragement from agency partners. Several advertisers declined to participate after their agency and/or
trading desk discouraged them from participating. The rationale was often that the study would be a resource
drain and/or that the study would provide no tangible value.
• Unclear escalation path. The request to access and analyze transaction data on behalf of advertisers was
new to many of the parties involved, and the request was often passed around with no concrete response
or with delays.
• Inconsistent, non-standardized practices. Unlike ad server logs, with which the industry has a long history
and greater clarity on access rights and privileges, there are currently few industry standards around ownership, provisioning, and delivery of log-level programmatic bid data to advertisers, which created delays and/or
offered excuses for not proceeding.
• Variability in technical ability across DSPs and trading desks. While many DSPs contacted were highly
cooperative when proper requests were made for data delivery and transfer, in a few cases, DSPs claimed
they did not have the technical ability to generate logs and/or transfer the client’s data in a timely manner.
• Downstream disclosure discrepancies. In a few instances, a properly executed disclosure agreement between
the advertiser and agency was not carried through with one or more DSPs that had been contracted by the
agency or trading desk. As such, the disclosure agreement was not possible to enforce.
• Omission/discrepancies on required campaign details and third-party fees. To analyze each campaign,
parameters were required, including budget, KPIs, flight dates, and invoiced spend. In addition, fees incurred
that were not part of DSP log data were required as well. In multiple instances, the data received was either
incomplete or differed based on who communicated the inputs.
• Complexity mapping DSP data to ad-server data. Notwithstanding the fact that the industry leverages
ad-server logs as the de facto “truth” for campaign activity and spend, there is limited ability or consistent
processes for mapping DSP insertion order to ad-server data. Such a process — which we recommend needs
more attention — would clarify budgets being spent on programmatic media and each DSP, and how those
relate to the budget and actions being communicated by the ad server.
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V. Advertiser Playbook
Eleven-Step Plan to Enhanced Programmatic Accountability
For advertisers seeking greater transparency and accountability in programmatic media, we recommend the
following playbook of action steps to set the proper governance foundation within your organization.
1. Clarify the advertiser/agency relationship between the agency and third parties and ensure disclosures
of all conflicts of interest. Given the level of debate in the marketplace around the fiduciary responsibilities
of agency and buying partners, we recommend complete clarity on this topic with respect to programmatic
media, specifically:
• The primacy of relationship should be that of client (advertiser) and supplier/partner (agency).
• The agency should have, at minimum, an express responsibility to act in client’s best interest.
• The agency should have an obligation to disclose all potential conflicts of interest relating to third-party
media and technology providers.
• Advertisers should consider insisting that their agency acts as an “agent of the principal,” with the
advertiser as the principal for media bought and the technologies (ad servers, DSPs, etc.) and data used.
Even if an agency insists on acting as a principal in a transaction, that does not mean the transaction
cannot be entirely transparent. Furthermore, it does not mean that the advertiser cannot own and control
associated data. An advertiser can always demand transparency and data ownership/control when the
agency is acting as a principal by stating so in the contract.
2. Make an informed programmatic disclosure and accountability decision. Whether to engage and purchase
programmatic media on a disclosed or non-disclosed basis is a critical decision for every advertiser. We
recommend careful consideration of this decision. Advertisers which do not explicitly plan for and address
programmatic disclosure will likely find themselves faced with considerable challenges to transparency.
• As previously mentioned, in a disclosed model, you should be able to access your transaction data, fees,
and costs across the supply chain.
• In a non-disclosed model, you likely won’t be allowed access to this information, instead agreeing to
accept an aggregated report for all media and services provided. The benefits of a non-disclosed model
are not discussed here, as they are outside the scope of this study, but for some advertisers, that may
be an appropriate and preferable model based on your goals, budgets, and priorities. Even with a nondisclosed model, you should expect, at the very least, to receive proof your ad ran in compliance with
the advertiser’s inclusion or exclusion list, be able to ensure viewability, and control for fraudulent traffic.
In addition, advertisers opting for non-disclosed models should put other protections in place to insure
that the agency’s media recommendations are in the advertiser’s best interest and that the advertiser
is purchasing media as a principal.
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3. Clarify what programmatic disclosure and accountability means to your organization. Be explicit about
what disclosure means to you. If we learned nothing else in this process, it is that terms such as “disclosure”
and “transparency” can take on different meanings depending on the exact language used in the controlling
contracts and SOWs.
• Be precise in what it means to your organization and in your expectations of cost, fee, and performance
data that you expect to get from your buying partners.
• Conduct a comprehensive review of all existing agreements with your media vendors, agents, and
service providers. This exercise will identify areas where disclosure restrictions may exist, are silent, or
are not clear.
• In future RFPs, insist on transparency at the outset to head off contractual impasses once a contract
is awarded.
4. Implement the “transparent” programmatic planning and buying model that’s right for your organization.
While each approach has pros and cons, advertisers do have choices on how to engage in programmatic
media buying to get the level of accountability and transparency they need. Advertisers should explore and
determine the most appropriate approach after careful examination with their agency and technology partners.
Three primary options are:
i. In-House Programmatic Buying: While there is a continuum of “in-house” variations28, in general, the
advertiser sources programmatic personnel and technology inside the organization. This approach will
put you in maximum control, but comes with its own set of challenges and is likely not practical for many.
Pros

Cons

• Maximum control over programmatic
planning and execution

• Significant investment building resources and
capabilities that may not be core to the
advertiser’s business

• Autonomy over tech stack and ad-tech
partners
• Control over targeting and transaction data;
do not have to share details with other parties
or partners

• Need to negotiate and manage ad-tech contracts
and partners
• Potentially less spend leverage for inventory,
data, and technology

• Hybrid models do exist to share some of the
burden with an agency partner

In-house buying exists along a continuum, with a range of responsibilities divided up between marketer and agency. Via Labmatik, 2017, one way to see
this continuum is as follows: a) full in-house activity; b) programmatic buying unit (PBU) brand-led, where the marketer oversees the bulk of related activity;
c) PBU agency-led, which involves the marketer but is driven by the agency; and d) outsourced, which completely relies on the agency and may involve the
use of principal-based trading units to procure and resell inventory.
28
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ii. Disclosed Agreement with Agency; Advertiser Control of Tech Stack: The foundation of this approach
is a fully disclosed agreement with the media agency, with the advertiser taking the lead and ownership
of ad-tech contracts with service and technology providers, specifically the DSPs, but could be extended
to verification services, ad server(s) and third-party data providers, and others.
Pros

Cons

• High degree of control over programmatic
planning and execution

• Reliant on disclosed agreement terms,
enforcement, and verification to ensure
adequate transparency and accountability

• Autonomy over tech stack and partners;
ability to choose partners based on advertiser
requirements
• No investment in internal capacity-building
outside of tech partner management

• Need to negotiate and manage ad-tech contracts
and partners
• Potentially less leverage for negotiating data
and technology contracts

• Ability to directly control transaction data

iii. Disclosed Agreement with Agency; Agency Control of Tech Stack: The foundation of this approach is
also a fully disclosed agreement with the agency, but in this instance the agency also owns the contracts
with service and technology providers. With the agreement enforced and verified via unfettered access
to your log-level transaction data (or another source of verified proof of cost, fees, and delivery), this is a
likely choice for many advertisers. Whether this is implemented with the agency as a dedicated trading
desk/team, a managed service model, or a hybrid, we recommend the Master Service Agreement (MSA)
be clear on all disclosure terms and verification.
Pros

Cons

• Relatively simple and fast to implement
• Requires little to no internal investment
in specialized programmatic skills

• Reliant on disclosed agreement terms,
enforcement, and verification to ensure
adequate transparency and accountability

• Allows you to leverage skills, scale, and
experience of agency to select and manage
tech and data partners

• Outsourcing programmatic planning and
execution, so need tools and processes
to oversee, audit, and assess buys
• No autonomy over tech stack and partners
• Agency has copy of your data and can leverage
and aggregate to enhance its capabilities

The above are provided as three primary options for consideration. There are of course other options, hybrid
models, and non-disclosed approaches that advertisers may choose to explore and implement based on their
specific needs and expectations.
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5. Enhance your MSA/media buying agreement(s) to meet your accountability needs and expectations.
Desiring a properly disclosed agreement and crafting one are two different things. We recommend you
update and/or renegotiate agreements where disclosure and/or data access is prohibited or limited.29 A few
areas to focus on include:
• Supply Chain Disclosure: Ensure your contract entitles you to full disclosure of all costs and fees incurred
in the process of buying each media impression, and allows for review and approval of contracts with
vendors, suppliers, and ad-tech partners used in the process.
• Disclosure of Third-Party Fees: Ensure your contract addresses whether third-party costs, such
as ad-server fees, data fees, and verification fees, are to be passed through at cost or if there is
an allowable markup.
• Disclosure Requirement for All Partners: Ensure your contract requires that any third-party contracts
(DSP, ad server, etc.) adhere to the same level of disclosure as your master agreement.
• Data Ownership/Control: Contracts should specify that ownership/control of campaign data lies with
the advertiser and should ensure transparency of, control of, access to, and portability of that data. If an
advertiser wants to opt in to a non-disclosed model of media buying where it gives up some control of,
access to, or portability of its data, it should do so only on a case-by-case basis. Any opt-in agreement
should expressly state what rights the advertiser has to the data and what the agency and third parties
may do with the advertiser’s data, if different than what is stated in the MSA. Contracts should be clear
whether the agency and third parties can aggregate the advertiser’s data with other data it owns.
• Audit Rights: The advertiser’s right to audit should extend to all entities covered by the master services
agreement, including the Agency of Record (AOR), its holding company, and any other affiliated and
related companies that are involved in the transactional chain on behalf of the advertiser, including Agency
Trading Desks (ATDs), barter companies, and other trading affiliates. This should extend to third-party
companies where such companies provide services for the advertiser and/or negotiate any deals with
suppliers that include the advertiser’s investment.30 Without this reach, it may be impossible to get full
transparency, and it is certainly impossible to know whether there is full transparency.
• Data Security Requirements: Ensure your contract requires the agency and its suppliers to have adequate
data security protections in place, at minimum, consistent with your other corporate policies.

The ANA Master Media Planning and Buying Services Template (“ANA Template”) or ACA Marketing Communications Services Agreement provides language
which can be useful in addressing some of these points. Alternatively, proposed language and terms can be obtained by contacting the ANA/ACA for assistance.
29

30

As stated in the ANA, Ebquity, and FirmDecisions “Media Transparency: Prescriptions, Principles, and Processes for Marketers” report.
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6. Ensure your MSA/media buying agreement(s) address(es) critical programmatic media specifics. Given
the complex nature of programmatic media buying, advertisers need a practical and scalable way to verify
compliance of contractual terms, and evaluate and optimize media investments. As one viable approach,
we recommend that advertisers demand and secure control of their programmatic transaction-level data —
winning bid log data and metadata — to serve as each advertiser’s record of transaction (e.g., “programmatic
invoices”). To this end, we strongly recommend that the following points be clearly addressed in your MSA or
buying agreements 31:
• Log and Metadata Access: Ensure your contract entitles you to unfettered access to log-level transaction
data (event logs and associated metadata) as a key verification source of fees and costs from all buying/
inventory sources, including each DSP used to execute the advertiser’s media buys.
• Log Data Hygiene: Ensure your contract requires that each source of log-level transaction data and
metadata (e.g., DSPs) attest that the data they are providing is accurate to the best of their knowledge
and has not been manipulated in any manner.
• Log Data Partitioned: Ensure your contract requires your log-level transaction data and metadata to be
properly partitioned and siloed from that of other, potentially competitive advertisers and media buyers.
• Log Data Delivery: Ensure your contract requires each DSP (or buying technology/team/tool) being used
by the agency and/or trading desk on your behalf to make available the requested transaction data on
a timely basis.
• Log Data Retention: Ensure your contract requires each DSP (or buy-side technology/team/tool) used
by the agency and/or trading desk on your behalf to retain this transaction data for a minimum timeframe
(e.g., 12 months).
• Log and Metadata Definition Clarity: Ensure your contract requires all vendors and DSPs to clearly
define all data fields and attributes in their transaction logs and metadata (and any other data provided),
especially any fields related to costs and fees.
7. Put disclosure to work for you — access, monitor, and evaluate all your programmatic buying.
Programmatic media buying can and should have rigorous financial reporting and audit protocols.
Winning bid logs (and associated metadata) are practical and scalable proxies that can serve as your
“programmatic invoices” and financial receipts for media purchased on your behalf. Put disclosure
to work for you, and at a minimum:
• Access and securely store your transaction data (e.g., for rolling 12 months).
• Analyze and review your transaction data (e.g., quarterly).
• Leverage your transaction data for audit purposes (e.g., as necessary).

Sections 15.1 and 15.2 of the ANA Template are drafted in a manner to allow the advertiser to get more granular with specifics about programmatic buying
and other data.
31
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Once you are in receipt of your transaction data, you can better verify contract compliance and analyze,
track, and optimize your investments across your digital supply chain, knowing much more about:
• Costs and Fees


Media/inventory — cost of each impression purchased (clearing price)



Targeting data — cost and vendor of each third-party data segment



Verification services — cost and vendor for each service deployed



Other ad tech (implemented via DSP) — cost and vendor for each service deployed

• Ratios and Benchmarks


Working/non-working spend ratio



Inventory/execution spend ratio



Data/inventory spend ratio



Other custom ratios

• Media Inventory Delivery and CPM details


Domain/URL



Geolocation



Time/date



Size/position



DSP/SSP



Video/mobile details



Action per impression (view, click, purchase, etc.)32

• Optimization Opportunities (a few examples)


Identify most efficient paths to purchase inventory (DSPs, SSPs, publishers)



Identify targeting data performers and investment thresholds



Identify and minimize blinded and malformed inventory



Identify optimal budget mix and supply chain



Other custom analysis

8. Build and manage a site/publisher inclusion list. An inclusion list 33 is a powerful way for advertisers
to maintain control of the sites, pages, and apps their ads appear on or in. Whether digital media buying
is done directly or programmatically, your ad still appears on or in an app, page, video, or podcast. Who
that publisher is has a lot to do with how well your ad will perform or what happens if it doesn’t. If you are
a major advertiser, publishers have a big incentive to be on your inclusion list and stay there.

32

Note: this can/should be augmented with ad server data and/or data from attribution services.

33

An inclusion list is a list of all approved websites, pages, and/or apps that an advertiser is allowing their ads to appear on or in.
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9. Assess and audit for compliance and to identify opportunities to improve. There are many types of audits,
and they can be tailored to the advertiser’s specific requirements and objectives. Audits track and measure
performance achievements against agreed-upon KPIs (financial and/or process). Digital media audits differ
from traditional media audits due to the collection methods of advertiser’s data.
• A financial audit requires the technology to process the volume of data of what was purchased, at what
price, and the access to that transaction data.




The advertiser may believe that the agency’s trading desk stores all the transaction data, while the
agency may believe that the transaction data lies within the billing management system. This can
get even more complex if the agency uses a service provider to buy search or social media.
The agency may even suggest that the only data to be audited is delivery data from the ad server;
however, this does not contain any financial transaction data, nor does it provide a guarantee that the
media ran on the specific site it was supposed to. It is essential that the advertiser and the agency
agree on what the definition of transaction data is, where it is located, and what access to that data
is available to the advertiser and auditor.

• A process audit checks the planning, buying, trafficking, and reporting processes, and the technology
that underpins them, to ensure the MSA is being implemented.
• Some of the technology used in campaign management may have undergone an audit from the Media
Rating Council. This should not be confused with an agency audit. However, the use of MRC-audited
and MRC-accredited technology could be defined within the MSA.
• Be aware of all potential conflicts of interest while also ensuring that all data and technology can be
validated independent from your media partners.
10. Support the creation and nurturing of cost and fee benchmarks and norms in programmatic media.
For decades, advertisers and agencies have contributed to benchmarking pools on an anonymized basis
to establish norms and comparison points for media costs and performance. This valuable process could
justifiably be expanded to include programmatic media.
• By contributing anonymized data, advertisers will be in a stronger position to understand the true costs
of media as well as the costs and benefits associated with each part of the digital supply chain.
• Access to market benchmarks and norms should lead to the setting of more robust KPIs.
• Members of the ANA and the ACA should take the lead in contributing to pooling and benchmarking.
11. Stay vigilant — “trust but verify.” Given the changing landscape of digital media, and the potential for new
service providers, DSPs, tech providers, data providers, and so on to be added (or dropped) from your media
stack, we recommend a data and disclosure review on a recurring basis.
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About the Study Partners
About The ANA
The ANA (Association of National Advertisers) makes a difference for individuals, brands, and the industry by
advancing the interests of marketers and promoting and protecting the well-being of the marketing community.
Founded in 1910, the ANA provides leadership that advances marketing excellence and shapes the future of
the industry. The ANA’s membership includes more than 1,000 companies with 15,000 brands that collectively
spend or support more than $250 billion in marketing and advertising annually. The membership is comprised
of more than 700 client-side marketers and nearly 300 associate members, which include leading agencies,
law firms, suppliers, consultants, and vendors. Further enriching the ecosystem is the work of the nonprofit
Advertising Educational Foundation (AEF), an ANA subsidiary, which has the mission of enhancing the
understanding of advertising and marketing within the academic and marketing communities.
About The ACA
The Association of Canadian Advertisers (ACA) is a national, not-for-profit association exclusively dedicated to
representing the interests of client companies that market and advertise their products and services in Canada.
Its members, over 200 companies and divisions, represent a wide range of industry sectors, including manufacturing, retailing, packaged goods, financial services, and communications. They are the top marketers in Canada
with collective annual sales of more than $300 billion.
About Ebiquity
Ebiquity (www.ebiquity.com) is a world-leading, technology-enabled, independent consultancy, specializing
in marketing and media analytics. We employ over 900 people across 19 offices in 14 countries worldwide.
Ebiquity partners with 80 of the top 100 advertisers in utilizing data, tools, and insights to optimize their media
and marketing investments. Ebiquity was founded in 1997 and is listed on the AIM Market of the London Stock
Exchange (EBQ).
About AD/FIN
AD/FIN (www.adfin.com) is a media intelligence company for the programmatic era. As digital media continues to
grow exponentially, new approaches are needed to deliver transparency, accountability, and unbiased cost, fee,
and performance insights across the digital supply chain. AD/FIN is the solution. AD/FIN is the only purpose-built
independent intelligence platform capable of processing the scale and complexity of programmatic media. The
result: next-generation insights, recommendations, and decisioning power for digital media buyers and sellers.
Based in NYC, AD/FIN is backed by Cantor Ventures and Julserra Holdings.
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